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Would It Be Ok With You To Discover 
That There’s Nothing Wrong With You?

If you’re not as successful as you want to be, it isn’t because 
there’s anything wrong with you, your goals, or your dreams. 

It is only because you have not acquired certain skill 
sets for success and FOCUSED on that skill! 

The Skill of Understanding The Playing Field 
is one of those skill sets. 



WEDNESDAY SKILL
Learning the Playing Field and how to put your 
FOCUS on managing trouble at the border is a 
critically important skill when working with real 
estate agents, cooperating agents, lenders, buyers, 
and sellers… well… truthfully… when just LIVING 
your life!



OUT OF TODAY’S SKILL CALL, YOU WILL… 
1. Learn what happens when we try to take an idea, dream or vision from 

Visionary Reality… to Physical Reality - To the world we live in.

2. What happens in each of the two aspects of reality.

3. How much Energy it takes to get an idea, dream or desire across the 
Border from Visionary to Physical Reality.

4. 3 things that will help you cross the Border with more EASE. 

5. Get yourself READY for the next 2 Monday Mindset calls…



THE PLAYING FIELD
How it works and where you FOCUS
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The Playing Field



NATURE OF PHYSICAL REALITY
● Physical Reality is the domain of people, places, and things. You can see, taste, feel, smell, 

and measure the objects and “things” in this realm. 
● Three conditions exist here: 

○ Things take energy: To move or change objects, you must focus energy upon them. 

○ Things are always changing: They develop, expire, and are replaced. 

○ Change is unpredictable, so oftentimes you don’t know what’s going to happen. 

For example, in Physical Reality, we might act on a dream of having a house, by saving money, 
filing paperwork, obtaining a loan, packing boxes, hiring a moving truck, and so on. 

You do not get a house simply by dreaming about having one. It takes action — including action 
that may not be “exciting” or “inspiring” in the moment! 

Small and mundane things count for a lot in the physical domain.
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So, what happens when we act upon our ideas 
and dreams, and begin to put them or move 

them… into Physical Reality? 

We experience something known as 
Trouble at the Border. 



TROUBLE AT THE BORDER 
ON THE PLAYING FIELD
How it works and how to FOCUS on understanding 
it… and getting through it with Ease



Physical Reality

Visionary Reality

TROUBLE AT THE BORDER

The line dividing Visionary and Physical Reality is known as the Border. 
This is where the high, possibility-filled energy of Visionary Reality hits up 
against the energy things demand in Physical Reality. 

It’s like standing on a sunny beach, being hit by a wave of cold water. There 
is a realization that moving to Physical Reality will take much more energy 
than we thought it would take — about ten times more. 

The Playing Field



Physical Reality

Visionary Reality

TROUBLE AT THE BORDER

Physical Reality is “dense.” It is heavier than Visionary Reality 
meaning everything here requires energy. It requires work.  It 
unpredictable, uncertain and impermanent. Everything does die.  A lot 
of our suffering and monkey mind comes up from us not being willing 
to recognize and observe this unpredictability and impermanence.

The Playing Field



TROUBLE AT THE BORDER IS INEVITABLE! 
We can expect to meet obstacles at the Border! This is where success skills can 

provide the support and clarity to keep moving forward until we reach our goals. 
Understand these 5 things: 

1. Nobody likes Trouble at the Border. It is 
distinctly unpleasant. It is normal here to want to 
stop, give up, or look for something more 
“inspiring” to do. 



TROUBLE AT THE 
BORDER IS INEVITABLE 

#2 OF 5 

2. This is where we 
most loudly hear the 
chatter of Monkey 
Mind, a Buddhist term for 
the inner voice of doubt 
and worry we all 
experience. 



TROUBLE AT 
THE 

BORDER IS 
INEVITABLE 

#3 OF 5 

3. This Monkey Mind 
experience is the primary 
reason people struggle. 
There is the clear worry that 
there is something going 
terribly wrong with the idea, 
project, or effort.



TROUBLE AT 
THE BORDER 

IS 
INEVITABLE! 

#4 OF 5

YOU MAY BE 
SURPRISED TO 
LEARN… AND 

EMBRACE:

4. What it really is, Is a sign 
we are doing something 
“right” rather than “wrong.” 
Your discomfort shows that you 
are stretching and growing 
beyond your comfort zone.



TROUBLE AT THE BORDER IS INEVITABLE! 
#5 of 5 - Things to understand

5. It simply signifies the need for 
additional tools and skill development, in 

order to reach the desired goal or result 
— It’s nothing more than that! 



TROUBLE AT THE BORDER

Physical Reality

Visionary Reality
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The Playing Field



TROUBLE AT THE BORDER SOUNDS LIKE... 

Individuals
● I can’t do this 
● It shouldn’t be this hard 
● I’m not smart enough 
● I don’t know how to do this 
● This isn’t meant to be 
● Maybe later 

Groups 
● We underestimated this 
● We don’t have what it takes 
● We are a weak team 
● We should give this up and do 
something else 
● Maybe this is a sign we are on the 
wrong track 

What people may say when they are at “Trouble at the 
Border” and listening to Monkey Mind:



3 THINGS THAT TAKE US ACROSS THE BORDER 

● Take Small Sweet Steps

● Get Support

● Celebrate each step!

with Ease
When you notice the 5 points and/ or the sounds of Monkey Mind, you are able to 
save yourself and everyone involved a lot of time, energy, wasted effort, and 
frustration… by FIRST acknowledging that this is NORMAL.  And then:



When Hitting The Border - Consider What 
Lessons There Might Be For You To Learn, 

Tools You Might Need To Acquire, Or Skills That You May 
Need To Develop  

FOCUS on moving forward with the energy it takes to cross the 
border toward your goals. Use the 6 Energies, Consciously. 

What are the 6 Energies and how do you use them??  
Check out Part 2 of this 3-part series!  

May you take small, sweet steps forward, with support 
and a sense of celebration as you go.


